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About This Game

Elephant Games, the studio that brought you Haunted Hotel and Hallowed Legends series, warns you to prepare for the end of
the world in the next thrilling chapter of Chimeras!

A dark shadow falls over the city of Munich during a solar eclipse, causing a chain of supernatural events and shocking murders.
The police are baffled and need your help to solve the crimes. But another darker force is at work, and there are whispers of a
secret society. A fortune teller warns of a mysterious wanderer who holds the key to the city's fate. She claims you're the one

who will guide his path. Your choices will have consequences! Will you cause its destruction, or will you raise it from the ashes?
Find out in this heart-pounding hidden-object puzzle adventure!

Play the bonus game to catch a secret society member's murderer!
Hunt for morphing objects and tarot cards

Collect and display morphing chimeras
Earn special achievements

Use the available strategy guide
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Not even worth the money. 1,79 is even to much... THIS GAME HAS♥♥♥♥♥♥HANDLING IM PRO AT CAR GAMES ON
PC BUT THIS HAS NOT GOOD HANDLING AT ALL. When I'm through with the rap game
It's my only wish
That I'll get in the ocean
And be a laser armed fish. i just wasted my money to buy this ♥♥♥♥♥♥ game.. I love the "vaporwavey" look and the sounds!
Its great to play with friends, so calming. It might be a good game, we bought it just like all the other Lego videogames, but I
can't recommend it unless there will be bug fixes.
I had to complete the first level without getting the ship in the bottle so the game wouldn't crash, second level was fine, then I
could never complete "the black pearl attacks" because once I defeat the level's "bad guy" the level doesn't end, there is no cut
scene and I can keep playing (with nothing to do) without the possibility to complete the level.

Tried levels from the second movie, first level played fine, second level could not be completed because the game crashed when
we did the last thing needed to complete it.

Please fix the game.
In the meantime I'll play something else because I don't like to get to the end of a level just to find some game breaking bug.

Wish I didn't give the PS3 disc to someone else when I got the game on Steam.

EDITED a couple of months later: we've been able to complete the game and for some reason we had no more crashes (thanks
Rocketman for the tip, but it seems the crashes stopped even without it)

I changed the review to "recommended" since that was my only issue with the game.. Great idea for a game. The art is
wonderful, and the story is decent. However, the combat system is quite terrible, and very boring.. Sorry, not recommended.
There's no fun and there is really really no challenge... Why has level 25 absolutely the same speed like level 1? oO Not a single
difference between the levels besides the color.. What a nice game, would recommend :). Verry funny game. I love how he says
"hes an insecure man" when you pick up the kim jong un d1ld0.
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Good free puzzle game.

On the face, Missing Translation is a collection of three puzzle games with 25 levels each, and some overworld that connects
them thrown in. The puzzles typically have several possible solutions, so while thy do require some logical thinking, they're not
too hard. However, there's some non-obvious stuff to figure: it turns out that you can talk using a grid that you can make lines
on, and there are some bits of an in-game language you can learn, with 3 people and a computer to talk to. Also, 3 achievements
are in code. And what are those vertical windmills for? Lots of secrets (the two locked classrooms contain puzzles that aren't
done yet).

The game even runs ok on my old XP box, though the store page doesn't say so. It's free, it's small (under 80 MB installed): if
you like puzzles, give it a go!

The only drawback is that it's short. If you want more of those kinds of puzzles, check out Unium or Occam's quilt; if you want
to crack more codes, try Please, Don't Touch Anything.. Really like the story! I like how the player character is developed the
more you play the game, but I do admire the thought that went into him before all the choices were made. At this time I can not
recommend this game. It still needs a lot of work, even for a pre-alpha build there are a lot of small QoL issues. If your are
looking to contribute to something from the early stages and haven't seen this yet, then go for it. This game has potential, and
from what I have seen, a dev team that listens.

My biggest issue was during the night cycle I couldn't see anything. There is no option for brightness or gamma. As of writing
this the quests are off due to a game breaking bug, which is fine. When I last logged out NPC's were disappearing on me.. Sort'a
like a lot of old school shooters on the consoles of "the good old days" of TV gaming, but with a very stylized look\/feel to it,
the game's neat, runs\/controls well (even on My cruddiest notebook), is easy enough to play, yet poses a challenge even on
normal mode... supports the X360 for Windows pad, AND is free so get it now if you liked retro side scrolling shooter games!.
Pretty disappointed in the fact that none of my custom hardware is supported. I've got a custom analog handbrake, switch panel,
and sequential shifter all of which show up in the menu but none of the buttons work. The handbrake worked but it seems to
just get stuck on a couple seconds after I released it. I never had this problem in DR1 and have tested it after playing DR2 and it
didn't happen. Makes me lose about 3-4 seconds at the beginning of a stage everytime it happens then I can't use it the rest of
the stage. They all use the arduino leonardo with the joystick library. Fix this and I'll change my review.

Racenet is poorly implemented and randomly doesn't connect then I lose progress if I don't continue. Absolutely unforgivable to
require online for single player play. I'd request a refund but It is too late before the problems showed up.

The driving is great and very difficult which I love. Tarmac feels like an absolute failure. Love the game except for those fix the
custom equipment problem. I can't be the only one with these issues.. A very rare kind of game. Beautiful music, eyegasmic
visuals and some of the best colorful Steam backgrounds.

This game is surely worth a purchase :D. Well done documentary on how Atari shaped the video game and home console
industry. Good production and a large amount of commentary from many industry names. Enjoyed this very much.. Can't
download maniaplanet_painter.zip so I can't get into the game. One of a kind game. Local multiplayer with multiple mice is
more fun than it has any right to be.. Its beyond broken. Menu bleed, no controls assigned at startup, and when you try, it
crashes. Going into game flies for 5 minutes and crashes. esc crashes. back button crashes. changing video settings crashes.

Its just borked.

Steam really needs to increase their quality standards.
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